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Abstract
An effective replica management method can save bandwidth, reduce latency, balance load, and improve
system reliability. A comprehensive scheme is introduced to manage replica for the grid environment. The
schemes of replica creation and placement based on the frequency of visits and storage space, replica
replacement based on the replica value, and replica selection based on comprehensive performance are
proposed. Our scheme can achieve optimization of data distribution and replication, improve the efficiency of
data visits in the grid environment.
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1. Introduction
With the development of electronic information technology, the data grid has become an important field of
computer science and technology research. Wide-area data sharing and integration of computing power have
been provided with data grid technology for users. It is imperative to provide data replicas in the grid
environment due to the distribution of large amounts of data. The access latency and bandwidth consumption
can be reduced through the replica technique. By creating multiple replicas of the same data, the load balance
and reliability of the whole system can be improved.
In this paper, the replicas selection, creation, placement and replacement methods in the grid environment
have been deeply studied, and the corresponding schemes and algorithms have been put forward. A certain
quality of service for the grid can be ensured due to sufficient replicas. Meanwhile, the characteristics of the
grid and how to make the performance of the whole system best has been comprehensively taken into
consideration. The schemes about replicas management, such as the replica creation based on the frequency of
visits inside the domain, the replica placement based on network bandwidth between domains to select a
domain, the replica replacement in accordance with its value and storage space, and the replica node selection
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according to the comprehensive performance of nodes are to be proposed. Our replica value model includes
three factors: the recent frequency of visits to the replica, the later access times which is calculated by
prediction, and the trust evaluation on the replica.
The related work is to be discussed and the characteristics of this work is to be analyzed in the section 2; the
selection strategy of the node based on comprehensive performance norm is to be proposed in the section 3 ;
the replica creation and placement method based on the frequency of visits and node storage space is to be
presented in section 4; the replica replacement strategy based on the value and storage space is to be put
forward in the section 5 ; finally, the conclusion is to be raised.
2. Related Work
A typical data replication strategy needs to solve the following questions: which one to duplicate, the replica
number and the position. In recent years, study on replica location has been conducted by the domestic and
foreign experts. The well-known grid development tools Globus provides a kind of replica directory service to
support the replica location. Although it has been applied in many projects, the centralized directory approach it
used can’t support dynamic expansion of the system, and its reliability is not high.
The replication strategy based on the frequency of visits is proposed in [1], which calculates the frequency
of local visits and places replicas to the node with larger node degree, but it doesn’t consider the system
resources like storage space. The replica placement method based on p-median is presented [2], by means of
solving the minimization problem of the objective function to determine the replica location, but the differences
between inside-domain and the outside-domain and the specific algorithm are not taken into account. The
replica mechanism combined with information security is proposed [3], and the mathematical model
determining the replica number is presented. The model comprehensively considers the economic interests and
reputation of the service provider party, gives a simplified treatment on the optimization problem of one or two
goals, and determines the number of replicas and the optimal limits by the way of numerical computation and
analysis.
During the data replication process, if there is not enough storage space, we need to use the replica
replacement algorithm. The most used strategies include the recently least used algorithm (LRU), the least
frequency used algorithm (LFU). The two replication algorithms of Simple Bottom Up (SBU) and Aggregate
Bottom Up (ABU) for Multi-tier data grids is put forward [4]. To minimize the time of the visit to data and the
network load, replicas of the data should be created and spread from the root center to regional centers, or even
to national centers. However, the strategies in this work are applicable only to multi-tiered grids. The
replication strategy is defined as the map of the ratio of the frequency of visits to data replica [5], and three
different replication strategies are discussed, so as to find out that the square root replication is the optimal
under the standard of the average searching length. The algorithm called LALW [7] is presented where replica
is dynamically created based on the weights, but the placement is only in the site level.
Previous work in this area mainly focuses on one aspect of data replicas creation, selection and replacement.
Meanwhile, whether the performance of the whole system is optimal hasn’t been considered after replication.
In addition, the replica strategy suitable for the grid environment is still relatively less, and specific algorithm
and implementation is rarely presented. In this paper, the scheme of replica management is based on the
hierarchy structure in which nodes in the grid are connected in the form of unstructured peer to peer network
inside the domain. Nodes are divided into three categories: ordinary node, inside-domain super node and
inter-domain super node, the node generally referred to is the ordinary node. The network structure of the grid
model in this paper is as shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Network structure of this grid model

3. Replica Selection Strategy
When the system is in actual operation, the available resources of the network link is to be affected with a
lot of uncertain factors, and the service near users is often not able to provide satisfactory service quality [8].
Therefore, we must make the dynamic evaluation and selection on the replica. Through the grid information
service, we can get the dynamic information of all the resources in grid environment, such as available CPU
time, memory and bandwidth of node. The inter-domain super node is responsible for detecting the average
network bandwidth of each domain, which is as a standard of selecting a domain. In order to select from
multiple replicas in the domain, we define a comprehensive norm  for each node. With the dynamics of the
grid, in order to optimize the efficiency of visits to data, reduce the access latency, and improve the system's
load balance, the main target of the replica selection is to maximize the whole system performance.
In our model, four factors which have effects on replica selection are considered. They are network
bandwidth, CPU load, I/O state, credit. Thus, the comprehensive norm has been improved according to [10]. It
is defined as followed:

 ij    PijBW    PjCPU    PjI / O    Cre j

Where

M ij

(1)

P BW
shows the comprehensive performance of the node j from node i' s perspective; ij shows the

percentage of bandwidth available from node i to node j , the value of which is current bandwidth divided
PI /O
P CPU
by the preset theoretical bandwidth; j
shows the percentage of CPU idle states of the node j ; j shows
j ; Cre j shows the credit and reliability of the node j , and it is
the percentage of I/O idle states of the node
given from other nodes according to the behaviors of the node

j

and the available resources. The

Cre j

value
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can be obtained from the following (8). 0   ,  ,  ,  1,        1 , each of them shows the
importance of each resource, and is measurement value. Sort by comprehensive performance, the node with the
highest comprehensive performance is selected as the inside-domain super node. The inside-domain super node
is responsible for calculating and updating the value M of the node inside the domain. The node with the
comprehensive value M greater than the threshold of the node which user expects, are often to be selected.
4. Replica Creation Strategy
The cost factors of the node to create a replica include node properties, the network bandwidth, etc. When
the inside-domain user is to visit the replicas in this domain, here only consider the storage space of nodes for
the time being. The larger the storage space, the greater the superiority of the replica creation on it is. When the
node needn’t frequently replace the local replicas, the time and bandwidth consuming can be saved. Therefore,
when selecting the node where to place replicas, node’s remaining storage space should be considered.
On the basis of the calculating the frequency of visits and the number of replicas [4], we make some
improvements. Each super node within the domain is responsible for calculating the required replicas of the
requested popular files, while the inter-domain super node is in charge of the inter-domain message passing and
getting the network bandwidth of each domain.
First of all, time is divided into continuous time slots, and at each time slice the number of visits to the
replica is counted. At the end of time slice, the two items whose <replica ID> are the same are merged in the
record, and the total number of visits to each replica in this time slice is calculated. The visit to information in
different time slots has different weights of time, and the weight of the latest time slice is the highest.
(1) The frequency of visits Fre( f ) to replica
L ( )

Fre ( f ) 

(a


1

f ( )

f is calculated as the followed:

 2   )

L( )

(2)

Where f  F , F indicates a collection of different replica objects that have been visited, L( ) shows the
a
number of the passed time segment , f ( ) shows the number of visits that the replica f in the period  ,
2  shows the time weight of the visited number a f ( ) .
(2) The replica to be replicated is selected. Firstly the average frequency of visits to replicas collection is
calculated, and the calculation formula is as follows:

Fre ( F ) 

 Fre ( f )

f F

N (F )

(3)

N (F )
Where
is the number of the replicas in the F . Next, the replica whose frequency of the visit is greater
than or equal to the average frequency is selected, and the number of replicas for replication is calculated, the
corresponding calculation formula is as follows:
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(4)

Here on this basis of [4], and according to the frequency of visits to the replica and node resource status,
how to create replicas and where to place them are to be studied. First, set the requested file list at a certain
time is  f1 , f 2 ,, f n , the process is as follows:
(3) The inter-domain super node M sends a query message to each inside-domain super node A, B and C,
to determine which one is the popular file and get their information.
(4) After the node A, B, C respectively receives query information, according to the (2),(3) and(4) to
determine the popular file and the number of the required replicas.
(5) As is shown in Fig.1, after the inter-domain super node M gets the information about popular files from
node A, B and C, according to the total number of the replicas of each domain requiring, the replicas in the
requesting list will be sorted in descending order. For example, the replicas f1 , f 2 , f 3 are popular files (namely
the frequency of visits is greater than the average frequency of visits in its own domain)in domain A,B,C, and
the required number of replicas is respectively (3,2,0), (2,8,5) and (0,1,6), then the sequence is B, C and A. The
replicas are duplicated to each domain according to that sequence. Before the replication of the inter-domain
replicas, we have to consider the whole system performance. Because the inter-domain network bandwidth may
become the system bottleneck, before the replicas transfer between domains, the inter-domain super node is
responsible for collecting the network bandwidth between domains. If the bandwidth between the two domains
is less than a given threshold, the replication isn’t conducted.
(6) In each domain, according to the replica selection strategy, the inside-domain super node selects the node
with better performance of comprehensive norm to place the replica. Here we suppose the property of resources
is only storage space, and it is as follows:

 j  1 

Where

erj1

erji
r1

shows the remaining storage space of the node

(5)

j , r1

shows the required storage space for

 H H
replication, 1 =1. For each replica that is to duplicate, if there is node j and satisfies j
( is the

given storage space threshold), this node will be selected to place the replica. If there is no such node j , it will
turn to the algorithm of replica replacement.
5. Replica Replacement Strategy
In order to replace those unstable and the inefficient replicas, effectively improve the efficiency of visits to
data replica, on the basis of [6] and [9], a replacement algorithm based on the value of replica is presented. As
the node’s dynamics and a large amount of data, the cost of producing a replica is relatively high, so
unnecessary replica deletion should be avoided. Therefore, before a replica is deleted, by means of the value
model to replace replica and whether the node storage space can meet the requirements after replacement
should all be determined. The value model can be described in the following mathematical formula:
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v  {F ,V ,VTH }

(6)

F  { f , f , , f }

V  {v , v ,, v }

1
2
m , which is a collection of replicas,
1 2
m , which is the value
Where
v
collection of replicas. The higher the value of a replica, the higher the utilization rate of that is or more stable

is, so the greater the probability of retaining the replica is. VTH is threshold, and the replica whose value is
higher than the threshold is the replica with high value. We use the function of replica value V ( f , m, n) to
denote the value of the replica, as is shown in the following formula:
n

V ( f , m, n)  Fre m ( f )   Pi ( f )  Trust m ( f )
i 1

Where

Fre m ( f )

(7)

indicates the average frequency of visits to the replica f in the previous m requests, and it

can be obtained by the (2) and (3). Pi ( f ) shows the probability that the replica f receives the visited request at
n

P( f )

th

the i file request. So i 1
indicates the access times that the f will be requested in the next n file
requests. It is calculated based on the previous m requests and the Spatial Locality. Spatial Locality can be
i

explained that if the file f has been visited last time, then the file whose content has a greater similarity is

Trust ( f )

m
more likely to be visited next.
is the comprehensive trust evaluation on the replica
last m requests. The definition is as follows:

 k
  T ( xt )  f ( xt )
Trust m ( f )   t 1
, k  0;
k

 0,
k 0
Where

k

f during the

(8)

f ( xt )
shows the number of the visits to the replica f in the last m requests;
is the trust

score of the replica f evaluated by the user. The faster the access speed and the better the replica quality, the
higher the score is. On the contrary, if the speed is slower, or there is quality problem, or there exists Virus and
Trojan, then the score will be lower. Each score value is in [-1, 1]. The time weight of scoring is as the
following formula (9). The more recent the time, the higher the weight is. The weight of the latest score is 1.

T ( xt )  e  t

(9)

Suppose the file lists on a node is Local[]  {L1 , L2 ,, Ln } , and all of the files have been sorted in ascending
order. The replica f is to be duplicated from the other node to this node. FreeStorage shows the remaining
storage space; Size shows the size of the replica. The algorithm of the replica replacement is as followed.
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6. Conclusion
The creation, replacement and selection of the replicas are the important functions to realize the replica
management in the grid environment. This paper carries out the research on the three aspects, which consider
the characteristics of the grid and the global optimization of system performance, and the corresponding
schemes are proposed. They are the replica creation and placement scheme based on the frequency of visits and
node storage space, the replica replacement scheme based on the value and storage space, and the replica
selection scheme based on the comprehensive performance norm. In the definition of the replica value, the
previous frequency of visits, the predicted frequency of visits, and the integrated trust value of the replica are
considered. Next, a comprehensive analysis, experiment and simulation on the performance of the method will
be conducted.
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